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Frat serving
suspension
for hazing

Prisoner
exchange
sought
U.S. wants to bargain
for correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
United States has approached
the Soviet Union with a proposal
to free an American journalist
accused of spying in exchange
for granting pretnal release to a
Soviet physicist arrested for espionage, U.S. officials disclosed
yesterday.
The deal to liberate U.S. News
A World Report correspondent
Nicholas Daniloff would involve
temporarily releasing Gennady
Zakharov, a Soviet physicist assigned to the United Nations
Secretariat, to the Soviet ambassador to the United States.
A U.S. official who demanded
anonymity said the State Department would have favored
release of Zakharov before Daniloff's apprehension, but was not
consulted. "That's standard procedure," the official said.
But a federal court in New
York, acting on the advice of the
Justice Department, rejected a
Soviet request that Zakharov be
handed over to Ambassador
Yuri Dubinin until a trial date
was set.
Correspondent Daniloff subsequently was arrested, setting up
the potential exchange now under discussion in both capitals.
ZAKHAROV WAS arrested by
the FBI in New York on Aug. 23
and charged with spying. Daniloff was seized Saturday by KGB
agents in Moscow after being
handed a package with two
maps marked "top secret" by a
Russian acquaintance.
The officials, who insisted on
anonymity, said Zakharov
would face trial on spy charges
under the proposal, but that
there would oe an "understanding" that he might be swapped
in some future deal.

by Melissa McGUUvray
staff reporter

Teas, date parties and intramural sports are part of most
greek organizations. But a
hazing charge has resulted in a
temporary suspension of these
activities for one fraternity.
Delta Tau Delta fraternity
was found guilty of hazing last
May, resulting in sanctions that
are effective this semester.
The April incident involved
three pledges and an active
member of the fraternity who
were picked up by police for
trespassing when they were
rough-housing at the old Heinz
factory on North Prospect
Street.
T.R. Smith, Delta Tau Delta
president, and Tanner Chilton,
vice president of membership
development for the fraternity,
deny that the incident was
"We do not have any hazing in
our program," Chilton said.
After filing a trespassing report, the police informed Greek
Life of the incident, which resulted in a Greek Life hearing in
which the fraternity was found
guilty of "kidnapping," a form
of hazing.
According to the student code,
"kidnapping" involves "engaging in an unauthorized act which
is compelling an individual or
group to remain at a certain
place or transporting anyone
anywhere within or outside the
dry of Bowling Green."

Hit me with your best shot!

Moscow still ignoring offer

To encourage the Soviets to
buy 4 million metric tons of
wheat under a previously arranged grain deal, the president
announced on Aug. 1 that he had
decided to grant a 113 per ton
subsidy, meaning that American wheat would cost less in the
Soviet Union than in the United
States.
The subsidy, which is paid by
the American taxpayer, was increased to $15 per ton on Friday.
The aim was to reduce the price
to the world level.
In justifying approval of the
deal, Reagan said the subsidy
would help hard-pressed American wheat growers sell their
surpluses. He was encouraged to
take the action by Senate Majrity Leader Robert Dole, R-Kan.
HOWEVER, senior members
of the administration, including
Secretary of State George
Shultz, publicly criticized the
deal as making no sense.
Shultz said the Soviets must be
"chortling and scratching their
heads about a system that says
we're going to fix It up so that
American taxpayers make it
possible for a Soviet housewife
to buy American-produced food
at prices lower than an American housewife."
Lugar, chairman of the Senate

^rwRob Upton

Tom Murray and Dave Myers, former University students, participate in a demonstration given by the
American Karate System as part of a drive to get students to enroll in a karate class being offered
through Continuing Education. Murray stands ready as Myers demonstrates a kick.

Prices lowered
on U.S. wheat
WASHINGTON (AP)-A
month has passed since President Reagan's controversial decision to offer wheat to the
Soviet Union at cut-rate prices,
but Moscow so far has ignored
the offer, and time is running
out
Sen. Richard Lugar, R-Ind., a
critic of the proposed sale, said
the situation Is embarrassing for
the United States. He saitT the
administration cut the price
even more last Friday, which
"demeans the process further."
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Foreign Relations Committee,
was among lawmakers who
were opposed, and he said Tuesday that he had not changed his
mind.
The two nations are in the
third year of a five-year grain
purchase agreement. If the Soviets haven't purchased the wheat
by Sept. 30, the expiration of
fiscal 1986 in the United States
budgeting process, the discount
sales opportunity will have
passed the Soviets by. Any Soviet purchases after that date
would be credited against the
next budget year - Fiscal 1987 in which the Soviets also have
agreed to buy 4 million metric
tons.
The Soviets have met their
obligations to purchase other
AN AIDE to Dole, Mark ScanIon, said yesterday last week's
increase in the subsidy did not
surprise him because many felt
the f 13 figure was too low. And
he suggested further increases
might be justified because "others have said $15 is too low."
As to whether it would be
embarrassing to the United
States if the Soviets didn't purchase the grain, he said "I can't
address that."
Lugar said the issue dominated his discussions with
Prime Minister Robert Hawke
and other officials during a vslt
to Australia last week. Australia
contends the American subsidy
will deprive Australian growers
of markets and set off a subsidy
war.
Australia argues that it
doesn't subsidize its exports and
that grain trade should be subject to free market forces. The
United States had not offered
subsidized grain to the Soviets
since 1972, during the Nixon
administration.

THE SUSPENSION of date
parties and intramural sports
were the sanctions imposed by
Wayne Colvin, director of Greek
Life and Residential Services,
after the hearing. The fraternity
also had to revise its pledge
code.
Colvin refused to comment on
the incident or the trial.
The fraternity spent $1600 to

hire an attorney to appeal the
case. It lost the appeal, Smith
said.
"It was really a shock to us
when all this happened ... We
spent a lot of money trying to
defend ourselves," Chilton said.
Smith and Chilton believe that
the procedures for the trial were
unfair.
They received a letter the last
day of classes and were given
five days to schedule a trial,
Smith said.
"There is no way we could
have prepared adequately," he
said.
Any witnesses who were involved had gone home for the
summer when the trial was held,
he said.
The sanctions are for the entire 1986-87 school year, but may
be dropped after this semester if
the fraternity is honest and does
not break the rules, Smith said.
OF THE sanctions, the most
disturbing to the fraternity is the
one prohibiting them from participation in intramural sports,
Smith said.
"We've been the champions
five out of six years," he said.
Smith said fraternity rush has
not suffered so far.
Despite the problems the
hazing conviction may cause,
Smith said there may be bright
spots.
"In some cases, the spotlight
has been put on us as a fraternity," he said.
"We've shifted into a positive
direction - we definitely nave a
foothold on non-alcoholic functions," Smith said.
Chilton agreed.
"We're not looking at this as
an oppression," he said. "We're
looking at it as another challenge/'
Part of the challenge will be to
try to get Greek Life to explain
clear definitions of hazing,
Smith said.

Fate of WFAL may depend on cable
by Ron Fritz
managing editor

Unless Wood Cable TV accepts WFAL as part of its package to bring cable television into
student dormitory rooms, the
survival of the University's AM
station depends on its transmitters.
The transmitters, which have
been atop the University's residence halls for 16 years, are
badly outdated, according to
WFAL General Manager Kim
Toth.
"We just had the transmitters
repaired over the summer,"
Toth said. "But a transmitter
can go tomorrow. Or hopefully,
it would last the rest of the year.
It's too hard to tell how long they
will last"
She added that the transmitters broke down several times
last year, taking the WFAL signal off the air in some residence
halls.
Wood Cable made an informal
oral presentation to the University's Committee on Cable TV
last week, but Mike Sears, Wood
Cable's program director and
marketing coordinator, said it
was too early to comment on
specifics, such as the University's involvement in the proposal.
However, Bruce Klopfenstein,
assistant professor of radio-television-film and faculty advisor
to WFAL, Is a member of the
Committee on Cable TV and is
especially interested in seeing
bow WFAL will figure into the
proposal.
"There is no question that
cable TV would be a boon for
WFAL." Klopfenstein said.
"The signal in the dorms is not a
very good signal at all. Going
over the cable would eliminate
that problem."
Toth said if WFAL was accepted by Wood Cable, it could
transmit through the cable comI, .llmlnatlng the transmit"Anybody would be able to
pick up the station through cable," she said. "It would also be
the first time that WFAL would
ever be heard off-campus. We

Current transmitters unreliable;
future repairs unaffordable
wouldn't have to worry about
the transmitters."
If WFAL would be broadcast
on a cable channel as background music, it would still be
an AM station.
But Klopfenstein said surveys
have been done which showed
that AM radio doesn't appeal to
the younger crowd. He said the
survey showed 70 percent of the
people, all ages included, listen
to FM radio.
Klopfenstein said this brings
to light another remote possibuity for WFAL. He said if it were
included in the cable proposal,
there is a possibility that the

Kim Toth

station would switch to FM-stereo.
Klopfenstein stressed, however, that chances for that are
slim because the University already has WBGU-TV and
WBGU, the other University radio station, licensed to broadcast an FM signal by the
Federal Communications Commission.
Toth said becoming an FMstereo station would increase
listenership, but she is taking it
one step at a time.
"Becoming FM-stereo would
be great, but I'm just hoping
we're picked up by cable," Toth

said. "Everybody involved WFAL, Wood Cable, the University and the students - would
benefit. We'd be able to offer so
much more, at least a clear
direct signal."
Last year, WFAL had its best
fear financially, according to
oth, but the equipment isn't
going to last forever. She said
she is worried about what will
happen down the road if WFAL
isn't part of the cable package.
"I don't know how much
longer WFAL can exist with this
equipment," Toth said.
Klopfenstein said despite the
fact that last year was a good
year financially for WFAL, it
could not afford to repair or
replace any more transmitters.
''WFAL doesn't have that kind
of budget," he said. "If the
transmitters would go down, it
would be real tough on them."

BG News/Alex Horvath
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Use cable to educate
The cable television explosion has finally hit the
University.
Will it spell doom for students, who may decide to
watch cable channels such as Home Box Office and
Music Television instead of studying for classes?
Or can it be transformed into a useful educational
tool?
The latter idea should be kept in mind by the
University's Committee on Cable TV, which is
currently researching the possibility of installing
cable in student dorm rooms.
On-campus cable is an idea whose time has come
for the University. Students frequently complain
about poor television reception in residence hall
rooms. In addition, cable would allow students to
receive more entertainment and information programs from outside the Northwest Ohio area, thus
allowing instructors to broaden classroom discussions on current events.
But providing cable service to University students would be an even better decision if it would
give students the opportunity to get involved.
Many cable contracts in communities across the
country require system operators to provide local
access channels as part of the service. These
channels are commonly used to provide cable
viewers with news and community information,
local programming, and other services.
The committee should seriously consider including an access channel in any type of system
installed at the University.
An access channel can improve the residence
hall environment by providing students with educational programming pertaining directly to them.
Residential Services staff members may also use
the channel to communicate with students more
effectively as well as integrate the service into hall
activities.
In order for the system to reach its full potential,
it must enhance the living and learning environment promoted at the University. Providing interactive educational programming would
accomplish this.

Drugs: unoriginal sin
by Scott Munn
Deanna Young did the right
thing, even if her act seemed a
little Orwellian in nature.
If you will recall, Deanna is
the 13-year-old Tustin, Calif.,
girl who informed the local authorities of her parents' chemically-based extracurricular
activities. It seems the elder
Youngs had become fond of cocaine, and Deanna, articulating
the brashness and innocent outrage of youth, was none too
thrilled with their addiction.
As a child will lecture her
keepers on the perils of smoking
and social drinking - to name
two of the more childish customs
reserved for adults - the young
Ms. Young so pleaded with her
mom and dad.
Obviously, to no avail.
As a result, Mr. and Mrs.
Trendy have lost possession of a
couple thousand dollars worth of
coke, a small quantity of marijuana, pills and paraphernalia,
a .25 caliber pistol and one
daughter. They've gained one
count each of coke possession.
In 1964, Orwell speaks of children keeping an eye out on their
parents' political views, and of
(he dissident parents' embarrased pride in their Big Brother
offspring. Most clear-thinking
adults would defend Deanne's
actions, and it really is an unfair
connection, but the point isn't
children cum spies, it's a dawning public awareness that the
drug problem doesn't seem to be
one we can hide from anymore,
even within the relative safety of
a family.
Cocaine, an alkaloid and a
stimulant, has been in use for

over 2,000 years. The ancient
Incas had some reverence for
the coca plant; one of the gods
they worshipped went by the
name of "Mama Coca."
The late 1800s gave the coca
leaf a warm reception. It was a
welcome addition to many of the
elixirs born from the cottage
industry of all-purpose/feelgood/get-well-quick potions then
in vogue. (The drug itself had
been isolated from the leaf
around 1860.) Coca-Cola contained traces of it until 1903.
Cocaine's popularity fairly exploded in the late 1960s and early
70s, despite its prohibitive
price. The toll has been high;
thousands have traded their
lives and their sanity for drug
addictions.
Todav an estimated 5,000 people will try cocaine for the first
time. They will join the 22 million Americans who've already
had a taste.
One of the legalized forms of
suicide, plain old cigarette
smoking, has ruined the health
of countlessly greater multitudes; in 1964 alone an estimated 300,000 people died
srookine-related deaths. (The
actual breakdown: cigarrettebased casualties of 90,000 from
lung cancer, 170,000 from heart
disease and 46,000 from emphysema and chronic bronchitis.
That same year, approximately
600 deaths were attributed to
cocaine.)
And drinking. Yearly, 100,000
deaths can be traced to an overindulgence of the liquid. Cirrhosis of the liver, alcoholic
psychosis, accidents and suicides - that kind of thing. Alcoholic Americans number 13.5
million.
Why are the cemeteries populated by former drug addicts
filled with more mourners than
the cemeteries of Lucky-Strike
and Budweiser addicts?
Well... because smoking and
drinking have become so ingrained in our national psyche
and glorified by advertisers'

hype that it seems like a normal
way to go. That, and moat chainsmokers don't get high as a kite
while puffing at their obsession;
at least not in the normal sense
of the word. They Just cough a
lot
A hard-core alcboholic may
lose his Job, family and liver
over a period of time and get
high, but-THAT'S different.
Ask anybody. Most of the population has an occasional drink.
A beer now and then is supposed
to be good for the digestion. One
hundred thousand alchohol-related deaths, though....
Back to more unconventional
drugs. LIFESTYLE appears to
be our source of fear; drug addicts seem to have faster lives
and faster deaths. The effects of
smoking and drinking (not including 'one for the road' fatalities) usually take years. Cocaine
is much more addictive much
earlier on - and, as mentioned,
relatively expensive in small
doses. (Average street price per
rri: $100.) One has visions of
stolen TVs and cars it takes
your average Juvenile (or not so
juvenile) delinquent to remain
In powder. Remember DeLorean?
Crack, the poor man's alternative, has changed the picture
somewhat; more addictive, potentially more dangerous, thus
more offensive, it has caused a
kind of national hysteria. Just
ask New York governor Mario
Cuomo his opinion; he recommends life sentences to pushers
of the fatally-sweet candy.
Somewhere in the vicinity of 5
million Americans are said to be
addicted to cocaine, many of
them no doubt initiated into the
club by this sly host.
Add to this merrily bubbling
brew the penchant intravenously-fed drug addicts have for
squiring AIDS, and we now have
all the makings for major public
outcry.
The workplace is said to be
infested with employees powered by more than the afternoon
coffee break. Productivity loss
is calculated in the billions. As in

Deanna Young's case, families
are torn apart. Trillions of brain
cells are unforgivably burning
out, bathed In the illegitimate
fire of one controlled substance
too many.
President Reagan-ever the
concerned statesman - recently
consented to a urinalysis, as did
his cabinet, who really didn't
have much of a choice in light of
the Big Guy's gesture. And a
politically astute gesture it was;
a factory production supervisor
in Findlay, say, would have a
hard time hiding behind his position after the Commander-inChlef partook of the embarrassment of relinquishing his natural body fluids. (General Ripper
of Dr. Strangelove notwithstanding.)
Non-drug users and drug users alike forsake their right of
privacy when they agree to urinalysis, and it's in the name of
The Public Good. Offensive?
Yes, definitely. Unavoidable?
Maybe; the vote isn't completely in. Soon-to-be widespread? For many
security/sensitive Jobs in the
government it already is. For
everyone else, who knows how
far it'll go?
The question of privacy brings
us full circle to Deanna Young
and her errant parents. Their
right of privacy was voided
when the welfare of a defenseless-or not so defenseless -daughter was at
stake. No mention was made of
child abuse, Just the desperation
of a worried child gone unheeded.
The devastation wreaked by
cocaine and friends, no longer
Sit a private agony, will conue to leave a wake of victims.
Fines and prison sentences will
be awarded by increasingly angry Judges; parents will keep a
closer eye on their impressionable children.
And perhaps some children
will keep a closer eye on their
impressionable parents.
Munn Is a freshman creativewriting major from Tiffin.

Fish story regularly
spawns offspring
by Mike Royko
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Bank holds up weekend
by Ron Coulter
This past Labor Day was a
day that will live in infamy in
my memory.
I woke up that morning with
no money in my wallet and nothing in particular to do.
It was a warm, sunny day. The
birds sang in the trees. Students
frolicked about, glad for a Monday without classes. I was
caught up in the fever myself.
Finally, around noon, I managed to get enough motivation to
call a friend ana make plans for
lunch. My lack of money didn't
worry me: I knew I could get
some with my 24-hour bank
card.
I ordered a pizza for lunch. I
told the kind voice on the other
end of the phone I would pick it
up in IS minutes. I arranged my

route to stop by the bank on the
way.
Then it happened.
I walked up to the auto teller

faith in my 24-hour card. I even
did a story for this newspaper, in
which bank representatives extolled the virtues of 24-hour
banking.

"magnetic stripe down" (a
habit that has very nearly become second nature for me),
stopped in front of the machine
and read the message.
"This teller not working"
My heart froze. I stared in
disbelief. My world was crumbling around me.
I looked around and saw the
unblinking eye of a camera staring at me in mock solemnity. I
thought of an overweight security guard, sitting in front of a
wall of television monitors, cup
of coffee in one hand and doughnut in the other, laughing at me.
My devastation was immeasurable. I had always had absolute

But I still had an alternative.
My bank had another branch
with an auto teller machine.
Despite my shaking knees, I
mad- it to the other office.
As I approached the empty
building, it was like a climactic
scene in a Hitchcock movie. I
could almost hear the violin
crescendo as I approached the
machine.
"This teller not working"
A nightmare came true for me
that day; and it can only be the
beginning. Next they'll start
closing the machines on Friday
and Saturday nights. (So much
for last call!)
Then they'll install voice simulators in the tellers:
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"Oh, hi, Ron. Weren't you Just
here the other day to withdraw
20 bucks? Your really need to
start planning ahead. Ever hear
of the word'budget?'"
Orwell was dose; he missed
the UUe of his book by two years.
Coulter, a senior journalism
major from Rockv River, is
duet copy editor of The News.

Respond
The BG News editorial page is
your campus forum.
Letters and guest columns
should be typewritten, doublespaced and signed. Your address (or OCMB number) and
telephone number must be included.
The BG News reserves the
right to reject submissions
which it deems to be malicious
orlibelous.

I try to make it my policy to always print the
truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth.
Except when a harmless lie is more entertaining.
And that's why I told that fish-and-cat story last
week, although I suspected that it was not quite as
true as it might be.
To refresh your memory, it's a story that a Lake
Forest, Hi., business executive and socialite has
been telling his friends lately. When I heard about
It, I calledhim and he confirmed it.
He said he caught a big salmon in Lake Michigan, had a chef prepare it and invited 18 friends
over for dinner. But before they ate, his wife
caught their cat nibbling on the fish in the kitchen.
She tossed the cat out the door, flipped the fish
over to conceal the nibble-marks ana went on with
dinner.
Later, the cat was found outside dead, so a
doctor ordered everybody to the hospital to have
their stomachs pumped. But after they endured
this, a neighbor came by and belatedly apologized
for having run over the cat with his car.
A cute story, and the Lake Forest socialite
insisted it was true. He even became indignant
and refused when I asked him for the names of the
doctor and his dinner guests so I could ask them
about it
I wrote it anyway and waited for the phone to
ring, as I knew it would
'"11181 story is so old it has hair on it," said
caller George Lilley, of suburban Highland Park.
"I heard it when I was in prep schoolin Connecticut.
"It's a variation of the story of a woman giving a
large bridge party and wanting to serve creamed
chicken with mushrooms. Her cook said she knew
bow to pick wild mushrooms. The hostess was
skeptical and fed some of the meal to her dog. The
doe like it fine. But later, after everybody bad
eaten, the cook comes in and says: 'I have to
speak to you. "They go to the kitchen and the cook
says: 'Madam, the dog is dead.' So the hostess
calls the fire department, and they all go get their
stomachs pumped. Later, the woman tells the
cook she'd like to see the dog. And the cook says:
'No you don't want to see the dog. The truck made
such an awful mess of him.' "
Chicagoan Pete Segal said: "My aunt in California told me a similar story about 18 years ago."

Another salmon?
"No, it was tuna salad instead of a salmon, and
there were six ladies playing Mah-Jongg. But the
rest of it was the same, with the cat being found in
the driveway and the stomachs being pumped. I
even wrote a short story based on it for a creative
writing course in college."
After reading the story, Bob Swanson of Chicago
thumbed through some old magazines.
"I thought it rang a bell. And I found the story in
a book called 'Bennett Cerfs Bumper Crop,'
published in 1952. Exactly the same story. Cat,
salmon, stomachs pumped. And it's not exactly
new either. Bennet Cerf says in the book that he
heard it in about 1920."
So, what we obviously have here is an example
of what the scholars call "urban folklore." Or
what a less scholarly Slats Grobnik might call
"pretty good bull—.*
These are the stories that people swear are true,
but which are impossible to trace to their source.
I've printed a few of them in the past, one of my
favorites being the one that several nurses and
doctors at Chicago's Michael Reese Hospital told
me was the talk of the hospital.
See, there was this woman who was told by her
doctor to bring a stool sample to Michael Reese.
She carefully placed it in a Tupperware container
and put it in a Saks Fifth Avenue shopping bag.
But as she walked from the parking lot to the
hospital entrance, a young thief snatched the bag
and ran away.
After getting all the calls about the variations of
the cat-and-fish story, I phoned the socialite at the
super-exclusive Onwenula Country Club, where
he was playing bridge, and asked nun why he was
telling the tale as fact.
He grumpily said: "Well, most of it was true."
What part?
"I do catch salmon, and I have friends over for
dinner."
And the rest of it - the dead cat and the stomachs pumped?
"I beard that from a chap in Colorado."
Oh, well, look at it this way. In a year's time,
newspapers will print thousands of stories about
the golden promises, the lofty vows, the great
goals of presidents, senators, governors and mayors.
And we do that with a straight face.
Royko is a columnist for the Chicago Tribune.

by Berke Breathed
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Thefts preventable
through awareness
by Mike Amburgey
staff reporter

Many of the thefts which have
occurred since the start of the
semester could have been prevented, according to University
police.
Moot residence hall thefts took
place because people were not
locking their doors, said Sgt.
Charlotte Starnes, coordinator
of Crime Prevention/Community Relations.
Between last Tuesday and
yesterday, 25 thefts, break-ins
and burglaries were reported to
University police. Several of
these burglaries were in students'rooms.
"They (students) are leaving
their doors unlocked," Starnes
said. "Lock your doors when
you're not in your room, or when
you're sleeping."
She urged students to watch
out for friends in their residence
halls by joining Operation Hall
Watch, a prevention program
aimed at deterring burglaries.
"It's like a neighborhood
watch concept - people watching out for others,'' Starnes said.

"Often there (is) a series of thefts at
the beginning of the school year when
people are getting settled in, and people are
not security conscious."
- Bill Bess, director of Public Safety
"If you see a friend down the
hall is not in his room and his
door is open, close it for him."
Operation Hall Watch includes
a policy of reminding students
who leave their rooms unlocked
with a warning. Student members of Hall Watch leave small
yellow cards in unlocked rooms
with the message: "You could
have been ripped off. Please
secure your property."
STARNES SAID she is concerned about another aspect of
theft as well: food coupon books
stolen from meal trays in dining
halls.
"Try to reduce the opportunity for this to happen to you.
Take only the amount of coupons
you plan to use in the cafeteria
rather than taking the chance of
having your entire coupon book

stolen from your tray," Starnes
said.
She said a major factor contributing to residence hall theft
and burglary is students being
too trusting and not taking the
time to actively think about securing their belongings.
Bill Bess, director of Public
Safety, said a large number of
thefts are not uncommon at this
time of the year. "Often there
(is) a series of thefts at the
beginning of the school year
when people are getting settled
in, and people are not security
conscious."
People need a reminder to put
them in a security-conscious
frame of mind, and often the
reminder comes in the form of
the victimization of others, Bess
said.

Fraud crackdown underway
Prosecution awaits future phone system abusers
Students caught using access
numbers other than their own on
University telephones run the
risk of criminal prosecution, Bill
Bess, director of Public Safety,
said yesterday.
Bess said at least 20 and possibly 30 to 35 students are being
referred to Standards and Procedures for disciplinary action.
But be said any students caught
from now on might face criminal charges outside of University action.
"We intend to pursue these
cases vigorously, and those students found using fraudulent

access numbers could be
charged under criminal felony
charges," Bess said.
He said charges for telephone
fraud range from a maximum
Iail sentence of six months and a
1,000 fine for a misdemeanor
offense to the penalty for grand
theft - a felony - of a maximum
five-year prison term and $2,500
fine.
Fraudulent telephone use
leading to bills of more than $300
is considered grand theft, Bess
said.
"Misuse of telephones and
credit cards is a serious offense,
and people should be aware of

the consequences," he said.
RICHARD CONRAD, director
of Computer Services and Telecommunications, said students
who use the access code that has
been assigned to them need not
be worried.
"Students can use the access
number that has been assigned
to them from any phone or facility on campus, Conrad said.
"The problem is when students
unlawfully use a code that has
not been assigned to them.
Conrad, citing security reasons, would not say how fraudulent use could be detected.

BG News/Peter Fellman

Paint by nature
Mary Barnes, junior graphic design major, paints a flower on her canvas while sitting outside the Fine
Arts building. The painting is a watercolor project with perspectives of nature as its subject.

THE FALCONS ARE WOOD COUNTY'S TEAM!
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Applications Available
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********************************************************_

Elections to held
September 18th
*******************************************************

Applications Available
August 29 - September 12

Pick up Applications
at
405 Student Services

ftGSU vs

Ohio U.

Saturday, Sept. 6,1986 1:30 p.m., Perry Field
Get your season tickets today!
Good seats available between the
40 yard lines. Call 372-2762.
Master Card ft Visa Accepted.

Singl. gomt tickets Available
al Memorial Ho 11 Tick.) Oftics
and tho Falcon HouM in BG Huntingdon
Banks in Ptf rysburg; B. t G. Drugs in
F indloy and Bill's Man 1 Boy's Wear In fostorlo.
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Fraternity soon to be completed
by Jared O. Wedicy
star! reporter

If the Greek letters weren't on
the balcony, some people might
be surprised to discover that the
large apartment complex at the
corner of Main and Ridge
streets is the new Theta Chi
fraternity house.
The house, which is still under

construction, comprises 14
units, a lounge and a laundry
room. Unlike many greek
houses, each unit has a kitchen
and two bathrooms.
Tim Noonan. president, said
the lease for the old fraternity
house, located at 710 Seventh St,
ended in May.
Even though the bouse was
scheduled for completion on

Aug. 27., plans were changed
due to four rain delays, Noonan
said.
The members nave moved
into the house while the construction is being done.
"It will be another month before everything is done." Noonan said. '"The brick work has to
be done in the front, and the
lounge will be completed in two

weeks."

gfcr^

Although part of the house is
being carpeted and the parking
lot needs to be paved, Noonan
said most of the major work has
been completed.

«

He said be believes the minor
work will take the longest to
complete.
Last Tuesday, there were rumors that the members would
have to live somewhere else
because the bouse didn't have
proper safety exits.
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Since the house is located near
a residential area, Noonan said
fraternity members will have to
be conscious about the loudness
of their stereos.
"We have to pay attention to
what we do," be said. "We won't
have any parties in the back."
Tuesday, Theta Chi members
held a rush party for prospective
members. Noonan said the rushees liked the apartment style.
"We had a good turn-out. The
20 guys who came were impressed with the good size of the
building," Noonan said.
He said the rush party created
no problems with neighbors.
BG News/Peter Fellman
The Theta Chi house, located on the corner of North Main and Ridge Streets, will be the largest fraternity
house in the BGSCI Greek system when completed.

%

v

"The building inspector was
skeptical about fire exits. One
exit was blocked partially by
construction materials," Noonan said. "It was a miscommunication."

v
\

BG News/Peter Fellman
Surrounded by scaffolding and rubble, construction worker Martin
Reyes caulks a window at the Theta Chi house.

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.

Noonan said he liked the
house's location because it is
close to the University, near the
Wood County Public Library,
near restaurants and the bars.
He said the members can walk
to the bars instead of driving.

Forest Service, U.S.D.A.

Student Recreation Center

Learn to Swim Program

The Obsidian

Sign-ups Begin September 8

Program begins Saturdays September 13-November 22
(No class October 18)

is holding an

Class Size
10
10
15

ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
Mon., Sept. 8 8:30 p.m.
304 Moseley Hall

15
15
15
15
15
15
20

Those interested in writing and photography please
attend. Gain valuable experience, while helping The
Obsidian be a success.

Level
Waterbabies
Goldfish
Pre-Beginners
Beginners
Under 6 years
Over 6 years
Advanced Beginners
Intermediates
Swimmers
Springboard Diving
Adult Swimming

Time
Pool
9-9:30am
Andrews Pool
9:40-10:10am Andrews Pool
10:2010:50am Andrews Pool
ll:15-Noon
Andrews Pool
9:15-10am
Cooper Pool
9:15-10am
Cooper Pool
9:15-10am
Cooper Pool
10:20-11:15am Cooper Pool
10:20-11:15am Cooper Pool
7-8pm
Cooper Pool
Mondays,
Sept 15-Nov 17

COST OF ALL CLASSES IS $7 PER PARTICIPANT
* MUST HAVE SRC MEMBERSHIP BEFORE REGISTERING.

I VALUABLE COUPON

DON'T MISS
THE
BARGAINS

TWO LARGE
PIZZAS

Monday-Friday 10-8 • Saturday 10-6 • Sunday 12-5 -

WANTED

in

"with everything"
10 toppings for only

Et Cetera's VALUED CUSTOMERS
to com* In for the dart

THE BG NEWS
Fall
Savings Edition

40% OFF
Original Price of ENTIRE PURCHASE
(no limit on number of Itema)
• This coupon VALID ONLY ONE TIME and MUST b»
preeented with purchaee • NOT VAUD with ANY other
coupons • Not valid on lay-away* of previous salM • ALL
SALES ARE FINAL, NO RETURNS • Merchandlee at*!
"at la" condition, no returns tor damaged good* due to
manufacturing or laundering.
* « Thta coupon va*d on ALL merchendtoe In trie etore.
Coupon Exptree: I

r7, If

Filled with coupons to
save you money!

pjrii.ipjutv I Mlk I'J.-.JI*
On*' timpcn jvt io*liwtk*'
N'OSJIM

r

i

Mt^k^k^kW

Mpu*.

• Monday, September 15 •

loppings include pepperoni ham bacon ground Deer Italian
sausage mushrooms green peppers, onions Hot peppers and
anchovies upon reauesl (NO SUBSTITUTIONS OR DCLETIONS)

4
44 »
al 0»*»n
nKln
112
MercerC*
St, •*
Bowling
Green, Ohio

354-6500
Expiration Date tf 10/16

Little Caesars Pizza

Advertising Deadline: Mon., Sept 8,4 p.m.

i

Look for it at usual distribution
points on and off Campus
• 214 West Hall - 372-2601 •
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Two 14-karat diamond
were reported stolen
ijr night from the ladies
restroom on the sixth floor of
Offenhauer East. University
police said a resident left the
rings in the bathroom and
when she returned an hour
later to retrieve them they
were gone. The two rings are
valued at $490. The theft is
still under investigation, police said.
ODD
Lighting fixtures, tools
and tool cabinets were reported stolen from a physics
and astronomy laboratory in
Overman Hall. The robbery
was reported to police late
Tuesday afternoon after
physics and astronomy staff
tried to determine if the missing equipment was rightfully
talen or stolen. The value of
the items was reported to be
$540. Police are investigating.
ODD
A University fraternity resident reported topolice Monday night that $250 cash was
taken from his pants pocket.
The victim said the money
was taken from his jeans
which were underneath his
bed. Police are investigating.
D D D
Two Ice Arena lockers were
pried open, and two hockey
jerseys and a sweater were
taken from the lockers sometime in the past few days. The
theft victim reported the incident on Friday afternoon. Police are investigating.
D D □
A male entered the shower
room on the fourth floor of
McDonald West while a resident was showering Saturday
evening. The man was described as a white male with
brown hair. He pulled the
shower curtains back and
then left. Police searched the
area but did not locate the
subject. Security was heightened.
OCX

Big city ministers
attracted to BG
CICF hires Baltimore couple
by Jerry Yarnctsky
staff reporter
After working in many big city
churches, Karen and Bill
Thompson say they look forward
to working In Bowling Green
with its small town atmosphere.
The Rev. Karen Thompson is
the new director of the United
Christian Fellowship, Ridge
Street and Thurstin Avenue. Her
husband Bill is assistant director. The Thompsons are both
ministers ordained by the American Lutheran Church, a national organization of Lutheran
churches.
The former director, the Rev.
Vaughn Maatman, accepted a
lob with student personnel at the
u niversity of Chicago.
The Thompsons, who co-pastored at the Martin Luther
Church in Baltimore for four
years, have many experiences
they wish to share with the campus at large.
The Thompsons explained
they had strong beliefs and principles, but they are not out to sell
those beliefs. Both said they see
their job as being resources for
those who wish to find their own
place in life.
Being in campus ministries
has interested the Thompsons
for a period of time.
"In the early 70s, we worked
in campus ministries in New
York City for several years that
we enjoyed. We liked the academic environment, and we like
new learning experiences as
well as writing and teaching,"
Karen said.
EXPERIENCES, THEY said,
also play a big part in counseline
on a college campus. "When I
was a freshman, I never went to
church. Being accepted to a

sorority was important to me,"
Karen said.
Now, "I like to participate in
their (college students') search
with them as I've been through
it myself."
The Thompsons know the
problems of youth as they are
the parents to three children.
Their daughter Ashley, 18, lives
and works in Baltimore, and
they have two sons, Micah, 3fe,
and Dylan, lfe.
Karen, 42, from Hazelton,
Penn., graduated from Dickinson College in Carlisle, Penn.,
The Katherine Gibbs School in
New York, N.Y., and Trinity
Lutheran Seminary in Columbus. She is also working on a
master's degree in pastoral
counseling at Loyola College in
Baltimore. Her interests he in
theology from a feminist perspective, philosophy, foreign
languages and travel.
Bill, 44, from Appleton, Wis.,
is a graduate of the University of
Utah and Union Theological
Seminary in New York. N.Y. He
participated in the Ministry in
Social Change Program at Luther Northwestern Seminary in
St Paul, Minn., and is a graduate of the Spiriti tual Formation
at the Shalem Institute in Washington, D.C.
HE HAS been active in the
social movements of the last 20
years, and some of his main
interests lie in American studies, philosophy and history. Bill
also enjoys painting and photography.

Karen and Bill Thompson

BG News/Gayle Hammon

The Thompsons are looking Toward to enjoying the small town life as the new director and assitant director
of the United Christian Fellowship. Both Karen and Bill are ordained ministers by the American Lutheran
Church.

WHAT IS CPR?
CPR. or cardiopulmonary resuscila
lion, is an emergency lilesaving lee
nique used by one or two people Ic
artificially maintain another person's,
breathing and heartbeat in the ever
the lunctions suddenly slop. CPR
combines mouth-to-mouth breathing
and chest compressions to keep
oxygen-rich blood flowing to the
victim's brain until an emergency
service with advanced life support isj
available Contact your local American Heart Association lor more
information

HAIR
REPAIR
HAIRCUT
SPECIAL

COUPON MUST BE PRESENTED (REGULAR PRICE $10)
TUES-FRI 9:30-7:00
SAT
9:30-4:00

352-2566
118 S. ENTERPRISE
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IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CURE
I?953 KRAMER RD
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ATTEND CHURCH THIS SUNDAY
ESTABUSH A GOOD HABIT THIS YEAR
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FACILITY

TRANSPORTATION INFORMATION
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353-3507
354-1286
352-0417
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352-7031

9:15
12:00

BIBLE STUDY
MORNING WORSHIP
EVENING SERVICE
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6:00 pm

VISA
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First Baptist Church
Clearance
Sale
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Final Summer Markdowns

Enjoy WBGU-TVs weekly
sports magazine, with
football highlights, interviews and profiles of
BGSU's outstanding athletes and coaches. Cathy
Pratt hosts.

TIME OUT
Thursdays 5:30 & 11 p.m.

Now thru
Sun, Sept 7

Save Big! now thru Sunday
"Your Athletic Shoe & Sportswear
Headquarters in B.G."

FALCON
HOUSE'
H

0s

Downtown
ItowlinK (in-t-nl

10-9 dally, 10-5 Sat.
10-5 Sunday
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352-3610
Downtown
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Movement cites U.S. hostility

Coalition report
levels criticism
at court justice
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
nation's major civil rights
coalition stepped up its attack
yesterday on Chief Justicedesignate William Rehnquist,
arguing in a report that he
has opposed equal justice for
minorities "at every turn."
The Leadership Conference
on Civil Rights issued its report a week before scheduled
Senate debate on the nominations of Rehnquist and of
Antonin Scalia as a Supreme
Court associate justice.
While the report covered
many of the criticisms leveled at Rehnquist during his
confirmation hearings in Aurt, it was characterized by
use of harsh language.
The Leadership Conference, composed of 185 organizations, said its main reason
for opposing Rehnquist's
nomination is his 35-year
record of opposition to the
fundamental principle of
equal justice under law."
The coalition also contended "he lacks the requisite
candor and sense of propriety

HARARE, Zimbabwe (AP)-Zimbabwe
yesterday accused the United States of
deep-rooted hostility against the non-aligned
movement, but Singapore said the 101-member group has lost credibility because it
constantly attacks Washington, while
shielding Moscow.

to serve in the nation's highest judicial post."
Supreme Court spokeswoman Toni House said there
would be no comment on the
study, entitled "The Case
Against William Rehnquist:
A 35-Year History of Hostility
to Victims of Discrimination
and Unanswered Questions of
Candor and Sense of Propriety."

On the third day of a weeklong summit,
delegates headed into a marathon session.
Many of the lengthy speeches were filled
with anti-American rhetoric.
The movement, founded Sept. 1,1961, will
be led for the next three years by Zimbabwean Prime Minister Robert Mugabe. Members of the non-aligned movement profess to
have no binding ties to either the United
States or the Soviet Union.
Libyan leader Col. Moammar Gadhafi
arrived at the conference center in flowing
white robes and was accompanied by about
50 Libyan demonstrators who shouted
"Down with (President) Reagan, down with
(British Prime Minister Margaret)
Thatcher."
The Harare summit was Gadhafi's first

THE REPORT reviewed
Rehnquist's career as a private citizen, a Justice Department official during the
Nixon administration and as
an associate justice of the
Supreme Court the past 15
years.
"He has opposed fair and
equal treatment of minorities
at every turn: in the legislature (where he opposed local public accommodations
laws), at the polls (where he
sought to block blacks and
Hispanics from voting) and in
his personal dealings (where
he accepted racial and religious restrictive covenants on
his real estate holdings)," the
report said.

i

*
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WASHINGTON (AP)-The
Nuclear Regulatory Commission has told Go v. Richard Celeste that it intends to approve
full-power operation of the
Perry and Davis-Besse nuclear
power plants if and when certain
safety issues are resolved, NRC
officials said yesterday.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

HOTEL HAIRSTYLING \
107 S. Main St. -

Castro told the summit Tuesday that Cuba
would keep its troops in Angola as long as
there is apartheid in South Africa. Cuba has
stationed about 25,000 in Angola for the last
lOyears.
South Africa administers neighboring
Namibia, or South-West Africa, under a
League of Nations mandated rescinded by
the United Nations. South Africa says preindependence elections cannot take place
until the Cubans leave Angola.
ANGOLA IS the base for guerrillas fighting to end South African control of Namibia.
Zimbabwean Information Minister Nathan Shamuyarira said State Department
complaints about anti-Americanism at the
summit reflect long-standing U.S. antagonism.
"From the very beginning, the United
States has been against the non-aligned
movement," Shamuyarira told a news conference.
:;
The minister shrugged off State Department confirmation ofa previous U.S. threat
to withhold $20.5 million in aid because of
what it considers Zimbabwean rudeness.

Nuclear plants await NRC go-ahead

************************************
*
*

known foreign appearance since the United
States bombed Libya April 15 after accusing
Gadhafi of instigating International terrorism.
THE DEMONSTRATORS who accompanied Gadhafi to the conference center were
his disarmed bodyguards, said a Zimbabwean official who spoke on condition of
anonymity. They turned out again when
Gadhafi left for lunch.
In Uganda, the government announced
Gadhafi would visit that East African nation
today, leaving the Harare summit with
Ugandan President Yoweri Museveni and
Burkina Faso's military ruler, Capt.
Thomas Sankar a.
In a Zimbabwean television interview
yesterday, Gadhafi reiterated a pledge to
support rebels in the African state of Chad
and tohelp train guerrillas seeking to overthrow the South African government.
In Washington, meanwhile, State Department spokesman Charles Redman rejected
an assertion by Cuban leader Fidel Castro
that Cuba has a right to maintain troops in
Marxist Angola.

|

Celebrating our 3rd year in business *
with 22 years experience
Low prices but quality work
I
Walk-in or call 352-4810 #**

for an appointment
Hairstyling for guys and gals.

John Stefano, the NRC's project manager for Perry, said
letters from NRC Chairman
Lando Zech and NRC Commissioner James Asselstine were
sent to Celeste on Tuesday.
Celeste's press secretary,

Brian Usher, said last night that
the administration has received
a letter from the NRC.
"The governor's reviewing it
and will nave a statement about
it in the morning," Usher said.
The letters were in response to
an Aug. 15 letter from Celeste
asking the NRC to delay approving a full-power license for the
Perry plant in Lake County in
northeast Ohio and to put any
restart of the idled Davis-Besse
nuclear power station in Ottawa
County in northwest Ohio on
hold until state officials can review evacuation plans for both.

f

MARK'S PIZZA

■

Buy any X.L. pizza—get same pizza
in medium size FREE.
Eat in or pick up only.
No delivery on this special.

A

Call 352-3551 for Bowling Green's Quality Pizza

\

Stefano said Zech stated in his
letter that the commission is
aware of Celeste's concern regarding the implications of the
April 26 Chernobyl nuclear accident in the Soviet Union, the
Jan. 31 earthquake in northeastern Ohio and past problems at
Davis-Besse. Zech said the NRC
is devoting significant resources
in considering those issues.
"Be assured that the NRC will
not authorize full-power operation of these plants unless and
until all necessary findings have
been made: that the public
health and safety will be adequately protected and that adequate protective measures can
and will be taken in the event of
a radiological emergency,"

Zech said in the letter.
"We do intend, however, to
authorize full-power operation
of these facilities if and when we
make these findings," Zech
wrote. "In this regard, the matter of full-power licensing for
Perry is scheduled for consideration at a commission meeting
on Sopt. 5."
Zech said the NRC staff is
prepared to help Ohio officials in
their review of the plants' emergency evacuation plans.
Stefano said Asselstine apparently disagreed with Zech s letter and sent his own, asking
Celeste to clarify the state's
position regarding evacuation
plans.
•:
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RINTAL RATES
Same Day

99*

(Must be m before S p.m.

Overnight
Video Recorders

1.99
'5.99

Tues. overnight
ThurstoMon
Sat. toMon

2 lor 1
"3.49
-2.98

Member and Nonmember* Rentals
•Nonnnmbtri mult show major credit card

1093 N. Main behind Convenient Store
354-1401
Mon Sal 10-10
Sun 11American Express. Phillips 76. Union

The Arrangement
Hair.Skin and Nail Designers

Cindy
Burning the midnight
oil may be necessary.
Burning the 2:OOor 3.00
or 4:00 AM oil is absurd.
Especially when an HP calculator can get the
I answers you want — in time to get a good night's
' sleep.
For instance, our HP-15C Professional Scientifit Calculator
has more built-in advanced math and statistical power than any
other calculator. Our HP-41 Advanced Scientific Calculators have
even more potential.

That's because there are better than 2500 software packages
available for them — more than for any other calculator.
There's even a special plug-in software package (we call it the
Advantage Module I that's designed to handle the specific problems
an engineering student has to solve in his. or her, course work.
No wonder professionals in engineering and the physical sciences
widely regard HP calculators as the best you can get.
So check one out. Then, when your mother calls to ask if you're
getting enough sleep, you won't have to lie.
By the way, if you want more information, just give us a call
at800-FOR-HPPC.AskforDept.658C. |-i-« HEWLETT

K^l PACKARD
PC12602

Shelley

Darcy

20% OFF ANY ONE SERVICE WTTH THIS AD
Men's and Women's Haircuts ■ Permanent Waving - Reconditioning

Manicures ■ Pedicures - Facials
Facial Hast Waxing - Eyebrow Arching - Eyelash & Eyebrow Tinting

Lumlnblng. Frosting. CeDophantng
Sculptured Nails. NalWps, Nail Wrapping. Gel Nails

(FREE MAKEUP DEMONSTRATION WTH ANY ABOVE SERVICE)
352-4101 or 352-4143
111 BIS.Hsla, Bosrita.Ota
Ers*ee9-M-ao
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Toledoan charged in shootings
.

TOLEDO (AP) - A Toledo man was indicted by a Lucas County grand Jury yesterday and could face up to is years in prison if
convicted of what police call acts of racial
violence, the prosecutor said.

- Kirk Tabemer, 27, could be sentenced to
that maximum term in prison on a charge of
felonious assault in connection with a shotgun attack at the home of a black family
Aug. 26, Lucas County Prosecutor Anthony
Piaasaid.
. Police say the incident and several others
were racially motivated. No one was injured.
, Tabemer, who was arrested Aug. 28, was
also indicted on a second felony, possession

of a dangerous ordnance - a sawed-off shotgun - and misdemeanor counts of vandalism and criminal damage.
He was being held in the Lucas County
Jail on $11,000 bond, the prosecutor's office
said.
Tabemer and four 16-year-olds charged in
the shooting are white and live in the neighborhood where the attack occurred. The five
also are charged with vandalizing the home
of another black family in the neighborhood
Aug. 24.
NO ONE has been charged with a second
shooting in the neighborhood Aug. 26 or with
a cross-burning at a black family's home
Aug. 24, but police said yesterday the five
arrests clear up the investigation of the two

shootings.
Deputy Police Chief Ray Vetter said the
two shootings and vandalism were not related to the cross-burning and another shotgun attack at a white family's home in
another neighborhood the same night.
The investigation is continuing into the
cross-burning and third shooting, Vetter
said.
The teens were being held in a detention
center. Pizza said he will ask that three of
them be tried as adults. The three were
charged with felonious assault and criminal
damage.
A fourth teen-ager was charged with vandalism and possession of a dangerous ordnance-a shotgun-in the shooting and
rock-throwing.

Research on fetal monitors released
Doctors check child's heartbeat during delivery to avoid malpractice suits
BOSTON (AP) - The common
habit of continuously monitoring
fetal heartbeat during childbirth
leads to slightly more Caesarean deliveries but doesn't produce healthier babies, a new
study concludes.
Although continuous electronic monitoring is considered
prudent during high-risk pregnancies, the researchers found
that it carries no advantage for
routine deliveries, even though
most doctors use it for all births.

otmw
CODENAME:
WILDCEESE
N MAIN ST

The study was published in
Thursday's New England Journal of Medicine, along with a
second paper suggesting that
private doctors perform more
Caesarean sections than do resi

dents on hospital staffs.
In both cases, researchersthat
fear of malpractice suits is one
factor prompting physicians to
monitor fetal hearts and deliver
infants by Caesarean section.

when doctors use the monitor,
with the sensor usually strapped
to the mother's abdomen, to look
for trouble, they will find it, even
when none exists.

SINCE THEIR introduction
almost two decades ago, fetal
monitors have become a standard tool in delivery rooms.
Leveno's study suggests that

The problem, he says, is that
fetal monitors "do not precisely
identify the baby in distress all
the time. Most children with
abnormal fetal heart rates are
really in good condition."

FALC0NETTE TRY0UTS

ARMED AND
DANGEROUS
AT 7:»0 «
9:16

JOHN
CANDY
7:30
ONLY

TEXAS CHAINS AW (R)
MASSACRE 2
9:15

Aug. 28, Sept. 2, Sept. 4
ICE ARENA
10:15- 11:15 P.M.

EVENINGS - ADULTS $3.50 CHILDREN 12
WEDNESDAY STUDENT NIQHT
ONLY $2.00

(There Are Some Places In The
lllniverse You Don't Go Alone.
[SIGOURNEY WEAVER in
7:30 * 0:45 THE NEW MOVIE

ALIENS
LI

NEW YORK (AP)-Joseph
Mauri, who starred in a Soviet film about New York's
homeless and went on a free
tour of the Soviet Union, says
he is a patriot being wrongfully painted as a traitor.
After be returned Monday,
Mauri told the New York Daily News that he never
claimed to be either homeless
or unemployed, as he was
billed, and was hoping the
film and trip would publicize
his then-pending eviction
from his Manhattan apartment.
The News said the interview was conducted at the
home of a Soviet journalist
friend of Mauri.
Mauri first came to public
attention in December, when
he was evicted from a $96-amonth room on West 70th
Street. He was then asked to
ftar in 77ie Man From Fifth

Avenue, a Soviet documentary on the inequities of
New York City life, and was
invited to tour the Soviet
Union.
"I thought that maybe it
(the movie) would get some
publicity for the homeless and for myself, too," he told
the News. "I was being
evicted. I was four years
fighting my landlady. I
thought there might be some
way of casting light on this
situation."
BUT WHILE Mauri was
visiting the Soviet Union, the
publicity instead said that
while being painted as a victim of capitalist evil, he actually was living in a citysubsidized apartment, held
the lease to a rent-stabilized
apartment on New York's
trendy Upper West Side and
was eligible to make $35,000 a
year as a mailer at The New
York Times.

Newlove
Management

NEW LISTING!
805 Thurstin Ave.

Try out for BGSU's
Precision Figure
Skating team

THURSDAY STUDENT NIQHT
WITH VALID ID ONLY $2.00

This it a corpof at XHI
of businessmen..
Tlwu rMtHine«fiif« w.it

CLA-ZEL

"There are no infant benefits
that we could detect in low-risk
deliveries," said Dr. Kenneth
Leveno of the University of
Texas Southwestern Medical
School. "The pnident person
would interpret that to mean
that low-risk women should not
be monitored routinely."

The double life
of Joseph Mauri

Call Amy Barbor at 352-0311 or
372-2365 for more information

• 2 bedroom, furnished
apartments
• Very close to campus
• 9 & 12 month leases
• Available now!
328 S. Main

352-5620

\o*ototototo*ia*o*

PRESENTS A
Si.

WELCOME BACK

Undergraduate Student Government

University Committees
Applications
Available For:
Committee on Committees
Faculty Senate Budget
Academic Facilities Utilization
Academic Honesty
Admissions Advisory
InterCollegiate Athletics
Broadcasting Advisory
Computing Council
Cultural Events
Equal Oppurtunity Compliance
Health Service Advisory
Honors and Awards
Instructional Media
Library Advisory
Strategic Planning
Non-Traditional Student Advisory

Parking Committee
Publications Committee
Student Financial Aid
University Appeals
Ice Arena Committee
Student Legal Service
Human Relations
Academic Affairs
Off-Campus Advisory
Bookstore Advisory
Sponsored Events
Parking Committee
Public Safety
Union Advisory Board

Applications Available August 29th
Applications Due September 4th
Applications Available in
405 Student Services Building

DANCE
featuring

8:00-11:30 p.m.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 5
In the Lenhart Grand Ballroom
2nd Floor University Union
Admission:
FRESHMEN 50' with BGSU student I.D.
ALL OTHER STUDENTS '1.00 with BGSU
student I.D.

TICKETS available at the DOOR

Sports
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BG co-captain matures with new role
by Matt Winkel)ohn
sports reporter

Leaving home for college
usually signals the beginning of
a maturing process.
Falcon junior Larry Valbuena
said his role as co-captain of the
Bowling Green soccer team has
quickened the the pace of
growth.
"There is a lot of responsibility. I've learned that I have to
assert myself more. I have to
look inside myself to drive people my age," Valbuena said. "I
used to get down easily, now I
have to stay up. Sometimes a
team gets down. Then it's my
job to get them back up."
Valbuena and senior Gary
Mexicotte were appointed cocaptains after the team's spring
workouts. Coach Gary Palmisano said the North Olmsted
native earned the role.
"Larry's well respected by the
rest of the team, Palmisano
said. "He can dictate the tone of
a training session or a match."
Sophomore Kevin McGrath
said Valbuena's personality on
and off the field make him a
wise choice as a co-captain.
"First of all, Larry's well respected by everyone on the
team. He seems kind of quiet,
but if you watch players in a
game, he and Gary are the ones
who care the most," McGrath
said. "Larry works very
hard... and he has a good sense
of humor."
VALBUENA HAS been playing the world's most popular
sport since third grade.
"A neighbor of mine was
going somewhere one day and I

asked him where he was going.
He said soccer practice, the
midfielder said. "I didn't know
anything about it, but I went
with him. After a while I just
jumped in and started to play."
Palmisano had tried to recruit
Valbuena out of high school.
Valbuena wasn't sure ne wanted
to leave the Cleveland area,
Palmisano said. Palmisano was

©
X

- Larry Valbuena
coaching an all-star squad in
Jamaica over spring break of
1984 when he saw the future
graphic design major.
Valbuena was playing for the
19-and-under East-West Cleveland area club team. That team
played in the Soviet Union, England, Holland and East and
West Germany the following
summer.
As a freshman, Valbuena
made his way into the lineup
following an injury to a key
eyer. His efforts earned him
Tony Corsiglia award.
The award is presented annually to the freshman making
the greatest impact on the team,
Palmisano said. The award is
given in honor of the former
Falcon player who was killed in
an auto accident.
AS A midfielder Valbuena's
job is to help direct the ball to
players with the best opportu
nity to advance it.
I play in spurts. What I'm
trying to do is distribute the ball,
direct play like a traffic control-
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You Are Cordially Invited To
Attend All Rush Parties
Thurs. Sept. 4

OPEN HOUSE

Tues. Sept 9

OPEN HOUSE, PIZZA NIGHT

Thurs. Sept. 11

OPEN HOUSE

Tues. Sept. 16

OPEN HOUSE, TACO NIGHT

Thurs. Sept. 18

INVITATIONAL DINNER

ALL RUSH PARTIES HELD AT THE OX HOUSE
UNLESS OTHERWISE LISTED

7:30 p.m.

one. He and Gary have the whole
team pulling in the same direction, he's very positive."
Valbuena said he has had a
positive experience at BG beyond the soccer field as well.
"I'm having a great time.
Everyone is so friendly, I have
met a bunch of people," Valbuena said. "I've learned to
understand people, I know more
about how they're going to react. I can relate to people a lot
better."
As good as Valbuena sounds,
Palmisano said he may be better.
"Larry has tremendous potential. He has never reached that
potential, he controls this," The
former Falcon booter said.
"This year he has taken tremendous strides toward reaching
that potential. He's matured as
a person and that has helped."
Valbuena might make the remaining adjustments any day.
"I have to push myself fitnesswise, I can't run the whole 90

©
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Larry Valbuena

CLUB SPORTS
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A*********************************

All students interested in
the following sports, report
to 210 Eppler South
TONIGHT, Sept. 4, 7:30 p.m.

PRESTIGE CARD CASE

X
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CAMPUS

See valbuena, page 9.
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334 N. MAIN
ex

Sophomore sweeper Joeid
Valbuena's work ethic has the
Falcons all flying similar paths.
"The way he works in games
is great. He doesn't quit, he
leads by example. He doesn't
just talk a good game," Petzker
said. "He goes out and plays

There is a lot of
responsibility. I've learned that I
have to assert myself more.

ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex
x

ler," he said. "But when I see an
opening, I'll take it."

An ideal personalized gift for him or
her. Holds business and credit cards.
Beautifully engraved at additional charge

® ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex *
Hrs:

* Fencing

♦Sailing

♦Flying

♦Ski Racing

»lee Hockey

* Men's Soccer

* Men's Lacrosse

♦Women's Soccer

♦Raeketball/Squasr.

♦Volleyball - Men

* Rifle

* Volleyball - Women

♦Men's Rugby

* Water Polo

* Women's Rugby

* Water Ski

Wed., Fri. 10 - 5:30
Than. 10 - 8 Sat. 10 • 5

MOD., TUN.,

iauiV>:

prr7Y^\
\£ZA1 LNii/ is sponsoring

A TRIP TO

Delta Zeta
proud to present its
Fall Pledge Class
J»nnr» MeClure

Cedar Point
I
i

Saturday, Sept. 6
PRICE: $13.50
includes transportation

;.v

Lee Casuals® Pleated Yoked Skirt
Authentic Lee styling

Lee® Utilities Duster Coat
Both 100% Cotton Denim

Jeans N Things
631 Ridge

* Payment is required when you sign up *

362-8333

Open: M-Th 10-8; F & S 10-5:30; Sun. 12-5

Vans will leave the Union Oval at
11 a.m.
Park is open Noon to 8 p.m.
Vans will return to Bowling Green
by 9:30 p.m.
Sign up in the UAO Office,
3rd floor, University Union
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Annual pigskin preview

1966 FALCON VOLLEYBALL STATISTICS

Bears to shuffle again in '86
There's something about these Broncos
that has AFC champion ringing in my
ear, but I think we're looking at a repeat
Super Bowl champion.
Last year I predicted that
go and Miami would meet
in the Super Bowl, which was
one game away from reality.
'-■ Always one to push my luck,
I'm going to see If I can repeat
__J AFC East sports two
legitimate contenders in Miami
and New England, but I think
-flw Dolphins will prevail as
division champs with the
Patriots earning a wild-card
berth.
The Jets surprised last year
and if Ken O'Brien can learn to
avoid a pass rush, they could
contend.
The Colts and Bills, despite
Jim Kelley and BG's Brian
McClure, will wallow in
obscurity.
Despite Cleveland's gutsy the
playoffs, the AFC Central is the
wimpiest division in football.
The Bengals are improved and
should battle with the Browns
for first while Pittsburgh and
Houston stumble and bumble.
The AFC West will provide an

interesting race, as it usually
does every year.
Something tells me this is
Denver's year. John Elway has
an amazing winning percentage
as starting quarterback and the
Bronco defense is always tough.
If the kicking game can
stabilize, Denver should
outdistance the Raiders, whose
quarterback problems are
becoming a severe hindrance.
THE SEAHAWKS seem to be
treading water after contending
a few years back; they have
much to prove.
Dan Fouts has to prove that
he's got some magic left in his
record breaking passing arm if
San Diego hopes to contend. As
usual, the biggest question mark
for the Chargers is the defense.
Kansas City isn't bad, but they
certainly aren't good; at least
not good enough to contend here.
On the other side, there is the
NFC. whose story last year
revolved around the Bears.
The East features the Dallas
Cowboys, America's Team,'
complete with Tony Dorsett and
Herschel Walker and without a

quarterback problem.
Dallas has the horses to run
with anybody, but can their
defense repeat "Doomsday"?
It's doubtful.
The Redskins plucked Kelvin
Bryant from the USFL to
compliment power-back George
Rogers, so, like theashlngton
will be able to run the football.
DESPITE DEFENSIVE
genius Buddy Ryan,
Philadelphia wifilong with St.
Louis.
The Giants, another surprise
team last year, must be
reckoned with, as the could be
the team to beat in the NFC
East.
The Bears should easily
repeat as NFC Central champs.
The Vikes must regroup without
Bud Grant, the Lions lost Billy
Sims and still insist on playing
Eric Hippie at quarterback, the
Packers are mediocre at best
and the Buccaneers, unless
Steve Young produces and
James Wilder can still walk
after carrying over 300 times
last year, are no better.

The NFC's Mild, Mild West
should keep most fans from
nodding of! into a deep
sleep.although a few power naps
might be welcome.
San Francisco will be tough to
beat, as they always are. Eric
Dickerson, despite a
sluggishpreseason, will help
carry the Rams into contention.
Despite a good preseason, I
think Steve Bartowski is unable
to quarterback a team to the
playoffs. I give him five games
before he's on the sideline with
an injury.
With New Orleans and Atlanta
in the same division, the Rams
and 49ers really don't have
much to worry about.
When the smoke finally clears
I expect to see Miami, New
England, New York, Cleveland
and Denver remaining in the
AFC and New York, Dallas,
Chicago, Los Angeles and San
Fransisco in the NFC.
Yes, I think Chicago will
repeat as NFC champs, but not
so for the Patriots. There's
something about those Broncos
that has AFC champion ringing
in my ear, but I think we're
looking at a repeat Super Bowl
champion.
But always remember what
Everett Heard, one of my high
school football coaches, once
said, "Smitty," he saidjione of
what you hear, and half of what
you say." How true.

Lisa Berardinelll
Kelley Ellet
Alalne Emeru
Sherl Fella
Lynne Nibert
Jane Plant*
Linda Popovlch
Susie Reld
Jennifer Russell
Karln Turaln
Jo Lynn Williamson

OP
11
11
11
2
5
1
11
6
2
4
11

KLSERS
11 9
22 5
48 13
0 0
4 5
1
1
9 2
6 8
0 1
0 1
58 20

AH
50
69
104
0
21
4
21
22
2
1
123

HTX
.040
.247
.336
.000
048
.000
.333
090
-500
-100
.309

TEAM (2-1)

11 159 65 417 .225

ACE BLK DIG ASS
4
1 16
7
2
1 23
4
3 35
6
4
0
0 0
1
2
1 9
1
0
0 1
0
0 29 112
6
4
1 14
1
0
0 0
0
0
0 1
0
2
0 29
3
24

7157 135.

KEY: QP-gamesplayed,KLS—kills.ERS—errors.ATT—attacks,
HIT%—hitting percentage.ACE— aces.BLK- blocksolos.DIG—
dlgs.ASS—assists

Howard's club H
210 N. Main

No Cover

lire from Chicago...

Blues Band

Eddie Shaw &
The Wolf Gang j
Wednesday thru Saturday

''•'''* j.r.\3-6 g\

Valbuena
O Continued from page 8.
minutes.
I need to work on my concentration," he said.
"... and confidence. You can build skill, but it
wont dick in a game unless you're very confident."

Valbuena had a grade point around 2.1 after his
first semester, but now holds a GPA near 3.0. He
has a few goals other than helping the team earn a
bid to this year's NCAA tournament.

PRESENTS A

Plant Sale
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HELP...
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Us fill this space. The BG News needs volunteer writers & photographers. Meetings
every Sunday night, 8 p.m., 210 West Hall. For more information call 372-2603.
BiS

ASSOCIATED SOUND
By The Tracks Off Lehman Ave.
In The Railview Building. Just 1%
Blocks South of East Wooster.

TEAC COMPACT DISC PLAYER
High resolution 3-Beam pickup system, 16 bit linear
i^> r\
^
DfA converter, random memory programming for up
to 16 selections.
AJ QQ QP
IPD200 Reg. price 299.95
3>l03.jO

Open Mon.-Fri. 11-6, Sat. 10-2
We gladly accept

H

Sale Prices
effective until
Sept. 9, 1986
PHONE
353-0465

BUS
STATION

Sept. 8-12, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Mon. -Tues. -Thurs. -Fri.
in the Union Oval
Wed. in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom
In case of rain, the sale will be held
Mon.-Wed. in the Grand Ballroom,
Thurs.-Fri. in the Union Foyer
Plants, hanging plants, and floral
arrangements from '1.5(^15.00

-1

The Sisters of Alpha Gamma Delta would like
g
to introduce their 1986 Fall Pledge Class
g
g
Sheryl Balinski
Kristen Knannlein

t>

Beth Bard

Jayne Kosan

Ruth Clement

Jennifer Mabee

Cathy Cron

Susan Lewis

Dana Delph

Laura Macbicar

Christine Duirk

Lisa Markham

Leslie Felderstein

Cheryl McLaughlin

Lisa Foss

Deidre Neenam

Julie Gilles

Aimee Rotter

5
)

g

s
t
t

t

9

Donna Grill

Barb Rukenbrod

Lee Ann Gura

Kelly Spence

t>

Catherine Harkness

Cheryl Starr

i

Tina Hatterdorf

Molly Sullivan

Mary Haubert

Denice Toporcer

Diane Heckler

Linda Trimmer

Mary Ireland

Rachel Urban

Kelly Karshner

Amy Vojta

Pamela Kirkendall

Jane Wetzel

>
>

g
g
g
g
g
g
g
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Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

NEEDED: Rlda to Columbus Airport or EaatlanO
on Sap) 5 «■ nalp pay tor gaa Cal 2-4120
after 1 30 Aak tor Mlaay

AlssneOn M ORAOUATMQ STUDENTS" Coma
to on* of tne roeowtng Placement Onentehon
Meetings to Mam about ttta services and pro
grama offered by university Placement Ser■toes to nato you In your loo search Monday.
Saptambar 8. 6 30 7 30 Lanhart Balroom.
UriVartay Union. Tuaaday. Saptambar 9.
11 30-1230 Eva Mar* Sent Thaatra. Unrv
; Thuraday. Saptambar 11. 6 30-7 30
Lenfavl Balroom. University Union. Friday.
Saptambar 12. 3 30-4 30 lanhart Bearoom.
University Union

SERVICES OFFERED

•OSU CHESS CLUB Meetings 6 30-1000
p.m.. Thursdays Off-Campua Studant Cantar.
saasmant Moaaty Hal Cal 352-2841 or
352-6307 for more information
Friday regrit Sabbath Services sponsored by
Jewteri Studama Group Faculty Lounge In the
Union. 8 00 p m For Info cal Bruce Kottter
354-8420

Sale-Sate-Sate1
50V-70* OFF
Jeene N Thtngs. Open Unas U 8 pm.

Attention males of B G : Karen Ebabeth
Buckerheat Wahang and soon to be Mrs Oevtd
Swolaky H engaged Wa love you Karen and
Congratulations1 Love. Susan and Leslie
Catch The Wave ol the Future
Rush Alpha Tau Omega
Tuaaday and Thuraday, 7 30
303Thurattn

TRY OUT POR BOM'S
rnlECISsON SKATBtO TEAM
ICE ARENA 10:11-11:11 pea
AUO. 21 - SEPT. 2 -SEPT. 4

Escorts Needed
Cal Campus Escort Service
3728380
GARAGE NEEDED TO STORE CAR AND BIKE.
MUST BE NEAR CAMPUS AND ABLE TO BE
LOCKED CALL JOHN 372-6447

LAG A
The Lesbian and Qey Alliance meets evary
Thuraday. 8 30 pm. n the ReHgious Ed Room at
St Thomas More This week's meeting wn be a
rap season Al supportive parsons are Invited
Bring a friend1

I have sold gaga to cartooTHSts Need partner to
■uetrate and market our own editorial cartoon.
My gaga are proven It your akjatrattona are
good, wa aland a chance Sand samples of
several poattcal caricatures and standard
envelope to editorial cartoon. P O Box 61. Per
ryaburg. 43551 Include phone number
Its Teialund Tlmei
Do you have the abHty to communicate wel on
the phone, and have an interest m helping out
BGSU with Ha fund raising efforts? If so. stop by
the Mien Alumni Cantor Aug. 27-Sept 4.
8.00-5 00 and m out an aprjecanon. or cal
372-2701 and ask tor Pam Ajcnteon

Want to tali to people with a luture? Ta» to the
brothers of ALPHA TAU OMEQATorHght. 7:30.
303 ThursUn

Need F coeege student to stay with chadren
arris father aorta 3rd shltl Wl receive tree
room A brd Please send picture a Into, to: PO
Box 814. BO.OH 43402
Part-time energetic, outgoing, tun-loving
people wanted1 Bartenders
waitreaaea.
waiters, floor walKera
No experience
neceeeary Ftextjte schedule to eccomodete
carpoota. Apply In parson after a daay except
Men M the tun place to be - BUTTONS' St Rt
26. 12 mine N. Of BO.
Secre*ary--Reoeptione)t Ful time Typing and
computer experience requved 352 2299 Cal
from 8-6 p.m.

Experience an evening with
THE IMPERIALS
he end m concert ON CAMPUS"
SATURDAY. SEPT 6th
7:30 PM
ANDERSON ARENA
tickets si easels 11-2 DALY
al STUDENT UNION TICKET BOOTH

Join Join Join Join
The Fret Student Council for Learning
rjWabMee In the Nation" Please attend the fist
meeting of 1988 Thuraday. Sept 4. 7 00 PM
n Fan 201 Ed Bid For more Mormatori cal
Diana. 352-3477.
CATCH THE EXPRESS
Bus Schedules Avaaable
Union Information Desk
Crash and bum with a Kappa Sag

GARAGE NEEDED TO STORE CAR AND BIKE.
MUS BE NEAR CAMPUS AND ABLE TO BE
LOCKED CALL JOHN 372-6847
Mate irjonwnale needed to share 2 bedroom
apartment Own room, free bus tokens and
pool $150 month nnd eteclrlc 363-6413 or
354-0704

CO-OP CORNER

1972 Triumph Spitfire convertMo
363-2902

$1400

1976 Mercury Bobcat v-6 102.000 mess
New rayJator, brakes, starter 1 water pump
Beet oner Cal 354-6600 after 6

NEEDED 1 FEMALE ROOMMATE TO SHARE
APT WITH 3 OTHERS. EASY TO 0ET ALONG
WITH AND NOT FAR FROM CAMPUS CALL
3522092

Answering machine wttti eel screen. Hardly
been used $40. negotiable Cal Brian at
352-3015 after 8 pm

Two tun females need one ol seme to shere
great house on Wooeterl Cheap! Oreel location! Can „„«| 353-4821 Aak for Rhonda or
Diane

Deluxe 55 gal aquarium with hood, aghta.
Uters. sheas, teeters, feeder tank, and
piranhas Cal 362-4898
Dorm alia refrigerator with Ireeier
Soon 353-6707

$80 Cal

National organtason la m need of Pubsc Retatkjne nterns for lal or spring aemeetei you can
work s IWxtMe schedule This site « m Toledo exceesnt opportunity" 372-2451
Student needed to help wto-i on-campua art program, must have good communication and
organuatlonel akak This could count lor cretSt
from certain ecaoemic deparrments Don't
heeaate - Cal 372-2451
Junior Marketing student with PR or aovenxMng
expenses needed to aaalel wtti. marketing program for the Coop Office You can't aak for a
belter alarm Call now 372-24614
RMng senior with 2 5 QPA or agove in
Restaurant Mgmt . Hoaprtalty Mgmt. or IPCO
xwlung lor the perfect start should cons-Jer true
poaaon. $8 00 per hour and can work In any
makx city In Ohio or choices of 4 other stales.
Vou can't go wrong!! You wl complete 12-14
week training program Cal 372-2461

Look for this
semester's first
edition of'...

CABLE TV SALES Wood Cable TV la seeking
outgoing sen-directed students to sal cable TV
door to door In BG Exceesnt commission, flea
ok* hours (evenings and Saturdays) Stop by In
our offices at 118 N Mem SI lor appecation
Escorts Needed
Cal Campus Escort Service
372-8380

620 2nd (V Elm
Pastor Rev. Mlckparks

ptffl*^

Sunday School
10:00 am
Morning Worship
11:00 am
Evangelistic
7:00 pm
Wed. Bible Study
7:00 pm

Contact Kelly McCoy
for an interview at 372-8324
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THIS FRIDAY,
September 5

Send obonoon bouquet todoy!
Some Day Ox, it, Service
Many costumes avoiloblel

loon Busters

.Classified Information
Mail-In Form

IsBsaM 19lSQ

We give you
more . . .

( The BG News is not responsable lor postal service Oelaysl

16 oz.
BOTTLES

PREPAYMENT is required lor all non university related business and individuals
NOTICE: The BG News will not be responsible for error due to Ulegtokty or incomplete information Please come to 214
Weal Hall immediately if there is an error in your ad The BG News will not be responsible 'or typographical
errors m classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions
The BG News reserves the right to release the names of individuals who place advertising in The News. The
decision on whether to release this information shall be made by the management of The BG News The
purpose of this policy is to discourage the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecesaayily
embarrassing to individuals or organizations

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
.Phone#

Name
Address
Social Security # or Account #

BaaaaaTB»e«fB| Vlaal

• Entertainment ideas,'features,
TV listings and more!

RATES: per ad are 65* per kne. S1 95 minimum
SO* extra per ad for bold type
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line

(For billing purposes only)
Please print your ad clearly. EXACTLY how you wish it to appear
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)

r

Weekend Specials
Thurs., Fit, Sat.

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,
Dr. Pepper, Ml. Dew,
7-Up, Diet 7-Up,
Orange Crush,
Coke Classic
Diet Coke

* Rainslickers
Entire Stock
30%-50% off

* Knee Socks
Entire Stock
25% off

Vb more pop for
the same price
-50«-

* Sweaters
100% cotton

* Big Shirts
blue or grey chambray

25% Off

25% off

FREE DEUVERY

Closing Out our Lingerie Dept.

$2.50 ITHlmTlurTI
.» m, - tea a COUPON » - ear as. e|

1 FREE ITEfTl
OF YOUR CHOICE

Entire Stock
1/2 price or more

on any ••■• »•■!•
*SK lo« it ■•>•« o'oVirnj

Wanted

Help Wanted
For Sale
For Rent

p|©ello's'

Personals
'CarnpuarClty E»enl ads are published free of charge tor one day for a non-profit event or meeting only

Total number of days to appear,

One 3 Bedroom Farm House And Apt. House
For Ren) With Pool And Horse Bam. 15236
MUchel Rd Outside Ol BG Take Wooater St
West To MBcnel N. 1st House On Left.
1-919-852-4148

1971 Honda 350. fan condition. $215. Ping.
pong table $40. 5 mahogany raring room crews
$76. 352-6646

HELP WANTED

New Horizon
Pentecostal
Church of God

Applications Available 8/29
in 405 Student Services
Applications Due 9/4

dates of Insertion

Royal Academy Eleclrk
Good Conrjejon-recently cleaned
$130 Cal 372-8607

Affordable Luxury Apartmenl for Rent {femeM)
At corvkeomng. 2 ful bathe rashwaaher. Cal
Dae 353-0205

10 apeed bkea for sale: Men's, women's. $35
each. Cat 364-1286.

Accountants!" Would you axe to Intern Spring
1987 with Toledo CPA Brm and earn $1300-month? It you are a Junior with a QPA of 3.0—.
cal the Coop Office at 372-2461

Public Relations Executive
Cabinet Position Available

_

1171 HONOA PRELUDE
RED, SUWROOf, AeVfM CASSETTE, 11200,
CALL TOM 1U-7113

FOR SALE

(Mate rootnmale needed Prater older or grad
student $135 and hell utaties Contact Sam al
353-1803

RUSH
KAPPA SIOMA fill
-A OOOO THsNO

Undergraduate Stuaent Govetnment

Service! Offered

Deed sores S16 00. used crews $5 00
root- Flower Farm
End olS Coeege

2 to 4 sutliseisi lo rent apt at Unlveralty
vaaaa. 1 year tease $376 Cal And* Mon.
wed . Fn between 10-5. 287-4774 (been !

CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE
Work In your spare time,
no sweemieiil. and no nBng.
For more s-aVjrmeaon
write or phone BLUE JACKET.
PO Box 724. Deeslornsme ONo
43311. (613) 693-0412

3 larnatas need another female roommate to
share 2 bedroom apartment $125-month.
353-8111

Roommate Needed Prefer someone already In
apartment Cal Martha 874 81 55

PARCEL PICK-UP UPS OR FEDERAL EXPRESS MONDAY THRU SATURDAY A TO Z
DATA. 148S MAIN. 352-5042

_
_

SPEECH PATH
1S2 teauee JSHR and JSH0 1964 1986,
some other journals and monographs.
353-0121 or 364-0024

1 bedroom fumsthed apt. for 2, $200 each. S
month lease at utsWaa paid 354 3182
352 1520 evemnge

aUfaORJTY NEEDS HOUSEBOY. aaaaaaUM
TIME REQUIREMENT. MUST BE RESPONSE
ME. CALL 172-MOS.

WANTED

KAPPA DELTA MUD JAMMERS
Congratulations on your first place finish In the
mud tug WAY TO OOII

Classification in which you wish your ad to appear:
Campus * City Events'
Lost * Found
Rides

Onkyo A 25 XMorered ampafler 46 watts per
channel. Onkyo T-16 FM stereo tuner. Yamaha
NS-4 2 way speakers Complete ayatem J30O
362 2830

Yea. because I have my keycharil

Data Party
You'll need a bus
Can ui • Express Charter
352-2497

DEADLINE: Two days in advance by 4 p m

I frame

FOR RENT

Waareee. welter poeteone open tor 3rd areft
Ful or part Bma Apply in person at Fnach's Big
Boy. Fremont Pfce. Perrysourg

We're looking tor a few good men
Rush ATO
Tuaaday and Thursday 7:30
303Thuratm

Kappa Delta Welcomes
their new pledges
Welcome to Our circle
KO Love end AOT

The BG News

Klno-ette rrartreee. box springe.
$100 Cel 372-8231.

SM people entertainers Exoelent experience
for people wttti theatre or dance interests
Outgoing personalty end high energy ere peers
ouaute queJaVseone Pert time weekende Apply In person at Henry J'a. i 532 S Byrne, attar
7 p.m. fJklY-Trsjrs.

Catch The Setrfl
ol a True Winner
RUSH TONIGHT
Hawaiian Lueu
7:30-1:00

USG CABINET POSITIONS AVAILABLE
PUBLIC RELATIONS. Musi be energetic
creative and work wel with people Office hours
required Some experience with rraaiiattng end
or edverttarig is desirable
SECRETARY Must have typing. f*ig. word
proceesnvj (MuMrnate) and note taking aWaa.
Poaroon mvofves 10-20 home week and
receives payment
Apply at 406 Studant Services AJso make an
appointment tor interview Oueattona? Cal
372-8324.

Do you know where your keya art .?

RIDES

IW STAR AND OsftCENT SMALL NOT IE
WORN BY ANY MAN BUT ONLY BY HE I*
WORTHY TO WEAR IT. He must .RUSH KAP»A SIOelA less)

The Flower Basket
A country flower & gift shop |uat for you1 188S
Matl. Oowntown 362-8396

Huge 6 tarn*, gwage sale 888 Pee/1 SI Friday
I Saturday. Sept 61 e, 10 am. to 8 p m Dent
MteaTNsOnel

Mate student wth car lor general clear, uo and
yard cere. 688 452 7 after 8pm

THE KAPPA SKUaA FPJITlfeWTV
"Net tor a day. en hour or a nonage term-but
lor la."

Thanks to our Slg Ep coachaa -we cooldnt
have done It without youl Love, the sisters of
Kappa Dana

Jewish Studanta-Oo you Know about the
Jewish Students Group? Be on our rnafing eat
Contact Bruce Kottler Psychology Dept.
354 8420

LOST: Lavl's iaan iacfcet. 38R, al Mark a Thura
Aug 28 at dosing time tta return greatly appreclalad No questions asked AC at
2-5834

KAPPA

Saturday-- BO vs OU
Pregeme 1 pm KJcfcoff 1 30
Jhm Szoke and PM Schoen
All MO WFAl a si 1 FM WBOU

PERSONALS

IWy maBng drcutarsf
Make hundreds
No quotes. units!
Rush sen addressed stamped envelope
A-1. 11020 Ventura. Suite 268. Dept P
Studio City. CA 81804

KAPPA
SKUaA

Orientation Board Member Appaoaltom an
avaasbte In 405 Student Satvtosa and era due
Friday Sept 12 by 5 00 p m

Thank you to the paraon who turned In my
gleam that ware bat behind the Ufe Science
Bel. last weak to Campus Safety and Security
You're a fantaattc paraon Gees Frankart

Go to Cedar Pont Due Saturday. Sept 8 with
UAO Pnce e $ 1 3 50 and includes transportation Vans leave the Umon Oval at 11 a m Sign
up m the UAO Office 3rd door, Unrvararty
Union

LOST & FOUND

Krnmer. congrata on your Kappa ok)11 told you
to. Have FUN Cterjgng Love, Dude

Abortion
Camg and ConftdanDM
Cantar for Chrjlca
Tolado
419-255-7769

AVOaD THE ALL WORK a NO PLAV SYNDROME coma to ttia Studant OrganizabOna
Far on Wadnaaday. Saptambar 10 from 11 00
m to 3 00 p m m me Lanhart Grand Balroom
lot na Untvaralty Uraon
SQ Maws meeting tor volunteers-writers and
photographers every Sunday. 8 pm. 210
Wast Hall For further Information call
372-2803

BG Newi/September 4, 19M 10

I-TZZO'OPIH

Mail to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The BG News
214 West Hat BGSU
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to The BG News)
Phone: 372-2601

Check our summer closeout racks
all50%-75%off

4Pm

Ph. 352-5166
ft—
Delivery

DL Pou,Je, PJf
325 KJr Si.

1 st block west of Mac Dorms

VOTID flST PIZZfi IN I.C.
one cameon per p-uo

-J

la.

'Tiiie.e'a.a.a.
'

